Cloud Data
Management
Governance &
Compliance

Cloud Data Management™ enables organizations to achieve unmatched data
management and protection, reusing data to drive innovation across data centers
and cloud. It also accelerates business agility through automating core backup and
recovery capabilities, enabling data mobility, visibility, intelligent orchestration,
governance and security.

Governance & Compliance
The number of regulations you are facing is continually
changing, as it the cost of compliance each year. Dealing
with sensitive information daily, you need to deliver services
without compromising your data. Data protection systems need
to be an integral part of your security and governance posture.
Many companies continue to rely on manual processes, using
legacy or ad-hoc cloud systems to protect and audit data,
creating isolated pockets of visibility. Increasing the risk that
cyber-attacks go unnoticed and the effort for compliance
tracking. Today’s businesses continually face many compliance
and security challenges, including:
• Concern about the risk viruses and ransomware have to
data, which could drain company resources
• Frustrated by fallout and impact when a bad patch or
upgrade causes unplanned downtime
• Unsure that company data is compliant with required
regulations — even when restoring previously backed-up data
• Struggling to produce consistent reporting and analysis that
will pass the rigors of any compliance audit

Veeam® is focused on driving advanced solutions helping
organizations compliance and security posture. By building
on a strong foundation of backup and intelligent recovery,
organizations can reuse their backup data, driving faster
business acceleration. You can also assess application security,
compliance and privacy needed to adhere to strict guidelines
before deployment — without impact on the production system
or increased cost, and:
• Perform security scans before exposing data back into
production environments, ensuring all workloads will be
free of viruses and ransomware
• Isolate testing for new patches and upgrades to enable
hassle-free testing without production impact
• Assure compliance mandates are adhered to, including
GDPR and CCPA, through Staged Restore capabilities
• Ensure compliance requirements with rigorous reporting
and actionable documentation
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Solution Mapping
Veeam Cloud Data Management Platform provides the key technologies to assist your governance and security posture.
Together it enables a powerful integrated solution.
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Governance and Compliance

Each feature of the Veeam Cloud Data Management Platform is specifically designed to help organizations more,
including significant solutions such as:
Dynamic documentation

Ransomware planning

Secure Restore

Data retention & PII tagging

Automatically create and
keep updated all compliance
and DR documentation on
demand

Detect ransomware
triggers in real time and
automatically respond
prevent further infection

Scan backups for threats before
introducing them to production —
fully-integrated anti-virus scan as
part of any recovery

Set automated data
retention policies and tag
personal data to ensure
strict recovery guidelines

Learn more and get the resources to help:
Veeam Cloud Data Management Platform Overview
See how customers like you have benefited from Veeam
Ready to take your business to the next level? Contact sales
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